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ABSTRACT 

A thermal window louver sy~:S'tem, "that circulatE;,s nonrefr igerated water has been 
tested in both the laboratory and" a9tl!,~,T,,'~pplicati()ns.. This system acts as a 
dynamic interior solar coll,ecto:~",,'~~ij inter;c,ep~$" 88% of the radiant solar heat 
before it enters the occupie,p ,space t "hecoming:<,a",load on the air-conditioning 
system. The design combine$ thermodynamic and systems-integration concepts to 
maintain environmental stabilitY--"and comfort while significantly reducing 
energy consumption, refr iger,'ated a1,[" :fa)'! horsepower, 'and the size of ductwork 
and equipment. In the summer,,( ,whe:l'i't ,~,t1Ve~,()pe temperature, exceeds inter ior tem
perature, non~refrigerated lauver~,w,ate"r absorbs' and carries away 60% of the 
radiant energx-, wl1~le:" 28"~,,,i,s ,refl,ected ba9k through the window and 12% enters 
the space. ,rtf" a des'ig~:"<iJl,ppl~'cati()n~ this, achieves 'a 52% savings in the total 
central plan',t refrTg¢'9:it}o,n 'lead, and a 40% savings in total air distribution. 
In winter the temperature of th-,e louver water is maintained by building waste 
heat to offset envelope heaJ:> ,losses and maintain perimeter thermal balance. 
In exposures with high 'wint'ertime solar intensity, the louvers eliminate the 
need to design for 'sim"l.!,ltaneous heating and cooling. The system eases the 
capacity problems of utilities by significantly shaving summer peak rerrigcra
tion requirements~ 

INTRODUCTION 

Building envelopes are'viewed increasingly as dynamic boundaries modulating 
energy flows between inside and out to minimize purchased energy requirements, 
rather than as static barriers.. The thermal louver system described ,in this 
paper, which is located adjacent to windows on the inside, demonstrates that 
perspective. It uses nonrefrigerated water, circulating through hollow verti
cal louvers, to control radiant heat gain in the summer and transmission heat 
loss in the winter. 

Solar radiant energy cannot be prevented from entering a space by a refrigerat
ed air system. Unless intercepted by a physical object, the radiant heat 
enters and is absorbed by people and objects. Only then can it be removed by 
relatively large quantities of cold air. During this process, people ate 
often caught in an uncomfortable crossfire of radiant heat and cold air. 

An issue of 'continuing concern is how to retain large window areas without the 
penalty of heavy fluctuating solar heat loads, which require expensive, high
capacity air-conditioning systems. Ideally, for comfort and energy savings, 
the radiant load shoUld be diverted before str,iking the occupied space and 
requiring refrigerated removal. The thermal window louver system responds to 
this need. In summer it acts as a dyn'amic solar collector to (1) prevent 88% 
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of the radiant heat from becoming a load on the air-conditioning system and 
(2) make the solar energy available for productive use. In winter the circu
lating louver water, warmed by building waste heat, offsets heat loss through 
the glass, reducing the space heating load. During the entire year, the sys
tem responds automatically', to variations in solar intensity, maintaining a 
thermal stability at all window orientations comparable to the stability of a 
north wall. 

The energy efficienpy of the water-cooled window louver system results from 
two basic ,de~ign approaches: thermodynamic efficiency and integrated systems 
design. The systems approach evaluates and interrelates all building subsys
tems and their components as functional elements of a single integrated en
vironmental system. The thermodynamic approach evaluates the temperature 
level,~ a:;:; well as quanti ties of all energy flows and uses these as guidelines 
for 'efficient integration. 

This paper descr ibes the problems posed by solar fluctu,ations and radiant heat 
gain through windows, presents the ther~al window louver solution and design 
methodology, and summarizes test procedures and results as well as a user 
evaluation,of ap actual application. 

PROBLEM 

Solar radiation through glass represents a significant portion of the total 
beat gain for a typical building. A major challenge f'or energy efficient de
sign is controlling the size of this load and its fluctuations. Figure 1 
highlights the problem, depicting geographic and seasonal variations in solar 
intensity. It _indicates solar heat gain for different orientations throughout 
the" United States (300 -40° north latitude) during peak monthly solar intensity. 
Eor, example, solar gain on a north wall is thermally stable throughout the 
year with little variation between northe'rn and southern parts of the country; 
but solar irltensity from east and west peaks in spring and summer, reaching a 
maximum oJ ",around 140 Btu/ft2 (1,589,914 J/m2). Significantly for energy 
analysis, 'the southern' exposure experiences the greatest seasonal variation, 
with"th,e','peCik:,Joten,sit-y coming in w'inter for all parts of the country. The 
:reslllt:::'c,€!:,n~ be ',simultaneous,- heating and cooling requirements with concurrent 
,~outhern:'~:solar 9!3.'ins and" nor thern thermal losses. 

",-, ' " '" 

Agg'~::a'V'a't"i\,"g:" tP:',i~","p,r~b)J'l~m,,,,i,s":, ,th,e" ph,:en0!fi~pom of rapid load rever sal caused by 
fluct:patibns fn sunshine,:~" ,~(),~ e,x~lTI,ple,;ponsider a perimeter office wall that 
is T5'~,,,,g:1'~;~"s;, :<he,?~",abs,o};bing) ,<, on,'~; No~ember day, the heat gain due to solar 
radicitior-' t~J f()pr,:,:tllJ1e:~" ,that',: J'ost",bY''',conduction to the outside; but, if the 
sun ,o/e:,re ,:g>udderq'y" hJ?de,n by t1:l()~,9i;, ,thf:s,,, h,j?at gain-: would plunge almost in
stantly Ho", 107 Bcuj£!:2 (1,21S,H9 J .)fm2 ) ·.toa·.13-Btu/n2 (147,635 J/m2) loss. 

, " " ': ',>,', ",:,,~~:,"':,:::, ", " 
Thermal tr,an-smiss,inn th~,OU9h "gTa,~s',du:e:"',t'b" the:,,::'f'emper'aturl:!:' diff,erence between 
inside and 0utsid~ o~", tn:e, ~1'ClSS, i-E> a,1,so<a:,ptP91ertL"f-or energY:...conscious design~ 
To ,meet the ,ASijJ}AE recomm:~ndat}on Jo,r::Jn~Xlimuni::,,:'Q!'t:ei:'a:l'l U ,value 'for, new 
buil(lings,--O.2 to 0.28 BtU/h/ft;! (.6J.td:' .88W/rn~"~~.tl}ewindow area typically 
would have to be (tiinimized. ' , ' , 

Environmental control solutions th;:{t ev61v~d' ~'~foEe> en~r,'9y'-,effiCi~ncy,::wa~" a 
concern, and whtch 'are still wid'el'y used", are fle,,:ible' but ::i?o'stly 'a~d spa'ge
consuming HVAC systems. More recent ~solu:tions,-l:1~ve GonC,?nt,xated, for the most 
part, on passive design including window 'a,rea ,r,eduction',::;:tn,~ shad-t,ng and On 
component-based design such as altering the characteriS:,t'ics of gla'ss. There 
is a continuing need for hybrid solutions that integrat'e, ,archJtecture and HVAC 
based on the thermodynamic efficiency of; system-wide energy f'16Ws. 

SOLUTION 

The thermal window louver system handles solat loads and their fluctuations 
immediately and automatically without burdening the alr-conditJoning system. 
It acts as an interior solar collector whenever the envelope temperature ex
ceeds the internal ambient temperature. The system circulates nonre,frigerated 
w,ater (77-850 F [25-29.40 Cl), which is thermodynamically suited to removal of 
the higher-temperature solar radiation. The water absorbs and diverts to other 
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use 60% of the radiant heat while 28% is refJected back 'throu9,h the window. 
Only 12% enters the occupied space (Fig. 2). These perdentages are maintained 
at water temperatures as high as 9S0 Jr (3Soe). The impact of rapid load rever
sal is absorbed by the sys~,em. 

offset heat loss, preven't draft, 
reduce by 75% the heat transmiss 
temperature different'faT:. 
losses are transfexred 

bul1i:fing waste heat to 
comfort. The louvers 

the 

e f f i c i e ncy . Ef[jC;je;., S~ •. ;S~fj11~~.~.~:~;~~.i~ii~:~;~~!~:i ment facility heat 
summer excess heat 
such tasks as 
cooling tower. 
namically ;ntegrated 

Louver blades are 
to concealed pipe 
system (Fig. 4). 

rota;tes louvv:e:;r;e:~!:'I'1jH~.~ as the sun r 

The system 
window eX'p"n,'el' .. 
shading 
sun 

ThE! 

more view 

11 as for 
louver as a 
1) ext'eriot 

blind, ,and (4) 
joules) input of 
each shading 

thermal transfer 
load with the 

;h\'t"~JI_lb(j;"".s. all bu ilding 
gain. 

air-condition
table indi

louver system and a 52% 
The result is signifi~ 

''1l,:;' •. ?:;,.,';:: ... ;:,~rst costs, due to the 
;'" k,( etc.) and cent,ral plant 

tower; etc.). 

~',a'd',!s'Lijij met,hbdoldgy that combines "sys_ 

]r[;~~i~;~;~f~t~.tl!;:~l~~f~~I~:~ji~f;,~~ to aChj,.eve total system' ener'gy ;'a.'geIM, ul"exl'.]ot'ed and clearly promising fron-
$utnma,rizing its main features, it may 

by total system: efficiency, the aim of 

Building'" ~ner'9Y:,~,: ej'f"cienOVm,.y 

-'-cO'trtponerit' eff,icfency ( 

he' divided conceptually Into three t.ypes: 

--subsy,ste;m eff lciency', and 

--to'taT'system efficiency. 

Efficiency at each level is a prerequisite for efficiency at the next level but 
does not aSSure it. For purposes of this discussion the three types may be 
defined as-'-'follows: 
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1. Component efficiency relates primarily to the properties of component 
materials such as the u value of insulation. 

2. Subsystem efficiency relates to the economy of the subsystem in using 
and transferring energy. It involves such items as proper sizing of 
equipment for the specific load as well as the thermal integrity 
of transfer pOints. 

3. Total system efficiency refers to the extent to which building 
functions and energy flows are integrated, from a total building 
perspective, to meet all performance requirements with minimum 
purchased energy. It involves such,techniques as (1) using the 
waste heat from one or more functions or subsystems as the energy 
soutce for another and (2) including cogeneration when the on-site 
generation of both electricity and waste heat, used efficiently, 
results in a net reduction in facility use of purchased energy. 

Systems Integration 

Systems integrat~on is a practical technique for achieving total system 
efficiency. It reqUIres a broad, system-wide (total building) perspective. It 
also requires a multidisciplinary approach. It is different from the phys'ical 
coordination of separately designed subsystems, although it also requires phys
ical coordination. Systems integration identifies the functional and energy 
flow interfaces of all building sUbsystems--architectural, structural, heating, 
cooling, ventilating, lighting, acoustical, fire-safety, interior design, etc. 
It integrates these functional interfaces to permit the direct interaction of 
system energies when the result is a net reduction in the total system's pur
chased energy use. Systems integration is thus a technique for interrelating 
all components and subsystems so they become functionally supportive elements 
of a single energy-integrated system. 

This approach uses components to do as many jobs as possible. For example, one 
component may become a functional part of two SUbsystems, eliminating an un
necessary duplication 'of energy consumption or an unnecessary energy load pen
alty of orw subssi"stem o"n another. In the caseof 'the thermal window louver 
system, the louvers functionally 'are part ,of both the envelope subsystem and 
the heating/cooling' subsystem. By shading and absorbing solar radiation in 
th'~ir ",enti'elo,pe t:ole:'t and', passing it on 'to the 'cooling tower or to a heating 
ta,sk in', thel--r "other role, they re-route the solar load to bypass and relieve 
the interior refrigeration process. In winter they function as a thermal 
barrie'(: and as part of the perimeter, heating system. Simultaneously,' they 
function as a cooling system if solar intenSity threatens the perime'ter thermal 
balance~ 

In relation to the design of new building technology, the systems approach 
evaluates 'the particular component or subsystem in terms of its relation to 
other components and subsystems, its potential for efficient integration'into 
the total system" and its contribution to overall energy efficiency. 

Thermodynamic Evaluation 

Thermodynamic evaluation is a prerequisite for efficient systems design. 
Both the quantity and temperature level of energy flows must be identified and 
evaluated. Not only is it necessary to protect against energy loss due to such 
causes as leakage, transmission, and improper sizing and inefficient operation 
of eqUipment; it is also essential to match the temperature levels of energy 
SOurces and energy requirements. Second Law efficiency requires that the tem
perature level of a cooling or heating medium be as close as possible to the 
final conditioned temperature; that is, heating should be done at the lowest 
temperature possible and cooling at the highest temperature possible. Examples 
inclUde the use of building "waste" heat to preheat domestic hot water, and of 
nonrefrigerated water to cool as is done with the thermal window louver. 

Thus, thermodynamic evaluation is central to efficient systems integration. 
The combination of the systems approach and thermodynamic efficiency creates a 
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rational methodology for achieving "total system efficiency." 

TEST PROCEDURES AND RESULTS 

Summary 

A prototype of the therma'l louvers, was tested in the", University of 
Floridals ASHRAE'·',calo'rimel.et~ Table 2 summarizes, the results. With thermal 
louvers but wIthout "wa,tee~rm~:~::~:~.~.~~l~.~ 65% o'f"the, 'solar energy, entered the 
space 'whet:l the ,o,u'tsid,e t 95°F '(3o?°C) and ,approximately 28% was 
re,fleeted ,out. W,lth thr,oy,gh the louvers", even at a water 
temperature Jas hI'gh 12% of the, solar, heat entered the 

space, eS'i[a:b!!j1l;'!· S!h~ .. !inigil~'~~~~~l~~d~;~ oJ Q..12 fot design purposes. (Fig-
ure 7 , for louvers with and without water, 

additipn" the louvers reduced by 75% 
indoor..:.outdoor temperature differ

I2'ff:e(:n on, the space ,heat gain: 
Blow' between one and two gpm 

'UVV~~(b;~;~~.g:~~!~1\~:f~;~t~~~~~]:~1':;~~~ie' ~htering temperature, and >c ;tne tests. 

in""the calorimeter to determine 

!:lii;j!!I!i!llli!lIil!II11!i!!illIl!j!l'~~~:li~C;:l~·l:e\a!~lr~·l~a!!n~d~!h~.e!:a~t~absorbing 
q~ iometers. Temperature 

or 
both through 

mUHl)Un.ction ther·mo
glass having 

~i~4!j::i:~i~~':~~e~:;~:r~i~f:[i~5;;~~'~;:~!'~~~~~~~~i~~~~.~t·i;~~,,~,~~jng ass test, 1/4-in ~. ~"1 'absorpt'ance of 51% was 

=0.86), 

1.2 gpm (.7.6 x 10-5 m3/s)', 

flow I, 1-1/2, and 2 gpm (6.3 x 10-5 , 
10-4 m'/s) , 

c. r,ou"er~a't 20 d"g, flow Ij 1-1/2. and 2 gpm (6.3 X 10-5 , 
9,.5 X 10-5 , l.26x 10-4 m./s), 

d. Louvers at 20 deg, flow 1 1-1/2, and 2 gpm (6.3 x 10- 5 , 
-9.5 x ,10- 5 , 1.26 x 10-4 mj/s), entering water temperature 
varied from 76.4 to 87.SoF (24~70 to 3l0 e); 

e'. Louvers at 20 deg, flow I. 1-1/2 gpm (6.3 x 10-5 , 
9~5 x 10 -5 m3/s), temperature differential between back and 
louvers increased to about 120F (-il.IOC); 

f. Window facing west, maximum louver opening without admitting 
direct sun, flow 1-1/2 gpm (9.5 x 10-5 m3 /s); 

g. Louvers at 20 deg, no water flowing i.n louvers; 

h. Window facing west, no water flowing in louvers. 

2. Grey Plate Glass (Transmittance = 0.46): 

a. Louvers at 20 deg, flow 1, 1-1/2, and 2 gpm (6.3 x 10-5 , 
9.5 x 10-5 , and 1.26 x 10-4 m3/s) , 

*m3/s - (meters)3 per second. 
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b. Window facing west, maximum window opening and still no 
admittance of direct sun, flow 1, 1-1/2, and 2 gpm (6.3 x 10-5 , 
9.5 x 10-5 , and 1.26 x 10-4 m3/s) , 

c. LOUVers at 20 deg, flow 1-1/2 gpm (9.5 x 10-5 m3/s), temperature 
differential between back and louvers increased to about 13.50 F 
(-10.30 e), 

d. Louvers at 20 deg, flow 1-1/2 gpm (9.5 x 10-5 m3/s) back and 
entering water temper,ature lowered approximately 200F (-6. 7°C); 

e. Liouvers, at 20 deg-:, no water flowing in louvers. 

Unl,ess otherwise noted, all' runs were made with the window in the vertical wall 
faci'ng directly toward the sun; '"thus, the incident angle is the same as the 
profile an'g,le.. In the west wall runs, the sunls rays strike the window at a 
diagonal. This intr~duces SQme special problems related to reflectance, es
pecially with clear glass. 

EEfect of'Thi,mge in Flow Rate 

Changes in the flow rate in the range' observed, from one to two gpm 
(6.3 x 10-5 , 1.26 x 10-4 m3/s), had only minor effect upon the space heat gain. 
A ,low flow rate increases the heat gain to the space since it causes an in
crease' in the temperature difference between the water and the louver surface. 
The temperature increase in the water is a function of window size, louver heat 
gain, and flow rate. For the window tested, the temperature increase varied 
from a low value of 0.590 F (-17.50 C) to a high value of 3.64 0 F (-15.S0 C). 

Effect of Change in the Altitude of the Sun 

Only minor effects were noted due to changes in altitude angle of the sun 
from 8 to 46 degrees. The chief effect is an increase in reflectance at the 
higher angles, resulting in a slightly lower delivery of heat to the louver and 
to the space. At angles from 25 to 45 degrees, which are of principal concern, 
these changes had little effect. 

Effect of Change in Azimuth vs. Degree of Louver Opening 

Because of the relatively high reflectivity of the louver surfaces, and the 
shape of the louvers, the horizontal angle at which the sunls rays strike the 
louver has some bearing on the space heat gain. At certain combinations of 
angles, energy is reflected into the space, or re-reflected into it from the 
back of adjacent louvers. This is particularly true with clear glass in the 
window. 

Effect of Fully Opening the Louvers with Direct Sun Excluded from the Space 

With the louvers fully opened diffuse radiation is not excluded from the 
space so space load is increased. The effect of this was tested using the 
clear glass combination and the grey plate combination. As would be expected, 
the effect is less serious with the latter combination. 

Effect of Outside Ambient Air Temperature 

The principal effect of increasing outside air temperature is to increase 
the delivery of heat to the water circulating through the blind and to decrease 
the delivery of heat to the outside through convection and radiation. Some 
slight heat gain to the space also occurs. Theoretically, when a point is 
reached where the outside air temperature exceeds the glass surface tempera
ture, there will be delivery of heat from the outside air to the interior 
space. With louvers interposed between the glass and the interior space and 
held at a constant temperature, most of this added heat will be carried out in 
the circulating water. 
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Effect of Reflective Louver Surface 

pyrheliometer measurements made with louvers at a 20-degree angle and with 
no glass in the window indicated a reflectance of about 42%. This high reflec
tance serves to reduce -the delivery of solar energy into the space. With clear 
glass, about 33% of the energy striking the window was reflected to the out
outside. With the grey plate glass, only about 11% of the energy striking the 
window was reflected to the outside. 

Effect of Admitting Direct Sunlight 'Between Louvers 

When direct sunlight is admitted between louvers, the heat gain for the 
projected area through which the sunlight enters is approximately the same as 
for the glass type used without shading_ The effect of this is illustrated in 
eleven runs made, where some sun was allowed to enter between louvers. 

Effect of Increasing the Entering ~ater Temperature by lOoF (-12.2o C) 

The effect of this was tested for the clear glass and for the grey glass. 
The space gain in the first case was increased to about 12%, and in the second 
to about 16%. While this gain is small .• about 6 Btu/h/ft2 (18.9 w/m2). the 
desirability of holding the entering water temperature close to the desired 
space temperature is evident. 

Effect of Circulating NO,water· through the Louvers 

With no circulation of water through the louvers, the effect was the same 
as with the specific glass type with indoor shading. When values for the test 
runs are projected to an outside air temperature of 9So F (350 C), both glass 
and louver become very hot, particularly the grey glass combination, and the 
heat gain to the interior space is greatly increased. 

USER EVALUATION OF APPLICATION 

Several applications of the thermal window louver system have been in operation 
for many years with excellent results, including systems installed in the 
Financial Programs, Inc., building in Denver (now operated by the Board of 
Education) and in a Dallas Power and Light Company building. 

One user' evaluation is available, from the Dallas Power and Light Company, 
where the louver system was installed on the 3342-ft 2 (.3105 m2 ) 16th floor 
woen it was remodeled for executive use. User comments based on measu'red 
performance data, prepared by Karl Southward of DP&L after nine years of sys
tem operation, ihclude the {ollowing: 

liThe system as installed provides the highest degree of comfort 
wi,:th one small exception. The system provided 'near perfect, tem
perature control (±20 F) for several years. Only after some 
remodeling, we have, a COrne·r office that consistently runs 2 to 
4 degree's warmer than other, areas." 

flEv,en, though a 12":'ton compreSsor was called for in the or iginal 
design for the floor, a 29-kW compressor rated at 25 tons was 
installed. The selection of this larger compressor was due 
to the need to supply the most reliable service and comfort 
possible, 'and due to the: limited sizes of available equipment. 
The maximum metered input to the compressor to date on the 
cooling, cycle has been 19' kW. The l2-ton air conditioner 
originally designed for the ,system would have been adequate." 

"Information from the summer cooling cycle tests (for one week) 
indicates: The nonrefrigerated water to the louvers at the 

w'indows is capable of removing 22,000 Stu/h during the peak 
summer load as predicted. The actual measurement with inter
mittent cloud cover was 20,900 Btu/h ." 
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"It is notable that an exterior zone may be heated by trans
ferring heat from light fixtures to exterior louvers. It 
is particularly noteworthy that this may be accomplished at 
minimum cost using a small water pump resulting in a co
efficient of perfol:"mance (COP) of 20 to I." 

In Denver, bronze louvers were installed on bl:"onze plate glass covering 50% of 
a seven-stol:"Y building. The thermal louver system permitted a reduction in 
the size of the centl:"al air-conditioning plant from 330 tons to 180 tons. 

CONCLUSION 

The thermal perf6rmance of building envelopes cannot be fully evaluated without 
exploring the energy implications of integrating the env,elope' s functions wi th 
those of other SUbsystems based On I'total system" thermodynamic _efficiency, 

Stringent performance, energy, and cost criteria for, buildings of the futul:"e 
will requil:"e this kind of tightly rationalized, interdisciplinary, system-wide 
integration of subsystems. Significant savings are possible in energy use, 
space (due to the reduced size of air-handling equipment, ductwork, etc.), and 
in facility first costs as well as energy operating costs. 

For example, there is a known relationship between and among the following: 
thermal properties of an envelope, windOW area, view, daylighting, glare, size 
of the solar load on the air-conditioning system, and size of central plant 
equipment and a'ir handling/distribution equipment. Involved are multiple 
functions of the window/envelope subsystem as well as functions of the lighting 
and heating/cooling subsystems. To identify all of the mutual effects and 
integration oppor,tunities and results requires (1) interdisciplinary design, 
(2) a "total system',1 ,perspective, and (3) thermodynamic analysis (identifica
tion of the tempel:"ature levelS as well as quantities) of alternative energy 
fl6w pa'tterns~ 

,ThE! thermal window louver is an example, gf a mul tipurpose, component that inte
grates functions, subsystems, and, energy floWS. It is common to two subsys
tems-I the envelope and the mechanical or heating/cooling subsystem. As an 
envelope, coinponent"",it pe,r~prms "two ,f'unctions; thermal control and lighting/ 
gla,r~ COrlt'rol., It' a~s9 pr,ov:i,~es,,,a vJew. If it were tied through automatic 
controls to the 'e'1ect,ric' 11g1ft:irig in a day,lightin'g system, it would also be a 
functional compcirie,n~" of Jhe eiectrical subsystem.- It functions, as part of, the 
heating/cooling subsy::s~em bY (I) transferring radiant solal:" heat to the cooling 
tower or to,' heaLing tasks and (2) circulating waste heat in winter to maintain 
the perimeter thermal balance and reduce the heating load. 

By integrating these energy operations at the,,,envelope, the louver achieves a 
52% savings in the total central plant refrigeration load and a 40% savings in 
the total air distribution. This achievement is due primarily to the thermo
dynamic basis for the integration, which directs the use of nonrefrigerated 
water to remove the higher temperature Solar enel:"gy. The result is a level of 
II'total system efficiency" that is not possible when subsystems al:"e designed 
largely within sepal:"ate disciplines and then attached as physically coordinated 
but ,functionally separate appendages. 
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TABLE 1 

Ther:mal: Louver V$-. Conventional HVAC System 
S~mme~ Gooling Load Analysis Comparison 

(Building design data follows table.) 

7, ,Se}itil<it:i(iJl 

xc 0,25 
24;600 x 1.06 It 20" 

·17,000 x 0.20 x 20 
60,OOo,lt Q,IS x 2Q 

Tota L 

2,300 x tOo. 

(l0,2 enthalpy) 

8. Total, Ait, Qlia.iieity (20° Jlelta r) 

3,955,000 
1. + 2 .... 4. + 5 ••.• "., .... 6,'[( COO 

1.08 x 20 

9. Total Central Plant 
Refrigeration ~oad 

1. t 1. + 4 .... 5. + 6. + 7 • 
3,710,000 .. ~ 

12,000 

• 

,i= 

Conv, 
Btu/hr ---148,DUO 

~ 
0[;9,868 

77.000 

l,e£!l,aSB -1",'S;!3,geB 
5,000 

18,OOQ 
360~OOO 

3,976,888 

56,000 
104,000 --l,J,82S;8BB 
32,000 

192,000 
315 1000 

I ,,'8lii! ,999 

1',:594"pOO 
J'HIOQO 

1,-,''-';55, 000 

575,000 

460,000 

2,090,000 

"" 298,8,] cfm 

'" Asterisks indicate areas with savings due to the the-r:mal louver. 
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Thermal Louver 
Btu/hI' 

1'lO,OOO 
!/,a,non 
180,000 
458,000 * 

77,000 

192,000 .,. 

103,000 * 

192,000 -I< 

5,000 
38, 000 

36°1°00 
967,000 .,. 

56,000 
104,000 

16,000 * 

In,OOO • 
32,000 

192,000 
315 1000 
907,000 * 

1,564,000 
J'lt ,000 

1,':155,000 

515,000 

460,000 

2,090,000 

183,102 cfm * 

309 tons * 
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TABLE 1 
( Continued) 

Building Design Dllta 

Building Type ..• 
Building Dimenaiono!t 
Build,ing Glass Are1l 
Buildinlf Location 
Lighting Load 
Floor Power Losd 
t)ccupancy , . • , 
VentLlation Rate 
Oocupied Floor ArB" 
kanE and Floor Area 
North and Snuth Wall Area 
North and South GlaSB Area 
£a8!:. and Wellt Wall Ares .• 
Ellst and Weat Glaas Area 
Winter Design Temperature , 
OUtside SWlllller Design Conditions 
Inside Space Conditions 
Translllisllion Coefficients - Wall 

G148.',1 SUlDDler 
Glass Winter 

. S story office 
300' Jc; 180' 

40> 
40 IL latltude 

2.0 W1ltt.',l/lIq ft 
0.5 watt/!iq ft 

t p"rllon/100 aq ft 
• • 0.2 c(m/sq ft 

PO,OOO sq (t 
60,000 sq ft ea. 

· 6,500 sq ft ea. 
4,300 sq ft ea. 

12,noO sq ft ea. 
8,0008'1 ft ea. 

• •••••• OOF 
950F DB, 75°F WB 

7so F DB, SO:!: RH 
0.20 
0.15 
1.06 
1.13 

Gla.'.18 Solar Shading Coefficient.',l - Convention1l1 
Thermal Louver 

0.64 
0.12 

No Thermal Louvers on North Exposure 

TABLE 2 

Thermal Louver T~st Results 
University of Florida-ASHRAE Calorimeter Laboratory Tests 

I 

Th~nnal Louver Rating" (Cooling) 

SohI' Load to Occupied 
$p.e~ (Shading Coeffici~nt) 

Soh ... Load to Louv"r 
OIat",r 

Tr"n~ .. iuion Load to 
Oeeupi"d Spl.ee 

TranaIQi .. ion Load to 
Louver W"""" 

'iilppl~ W"t"r 
'r~iupe"atun' Rang" ("F) 

Returl\. Wat~ ... 
'r~ .. persture: Rang" (Or) 

Wat" ... T""'I'""ature 
Oift""'ence (Delta T) (oF) 

pr~aaute Drop 
"(ft ,hd/tO s'l tt) 

FlO\¥ lIat~ 
(g"",/IO "" it) 

(},12 

(1.60 

0.25 

O,H 

1S-8S 

Coaling En .. "Le· 
(August, 4!(I(I P • .'j. }20 L.ltitude, 
Weot Exposur"" I S'I Ft of G}aul 

solar Intensity 
(Btu/hr/oq- ft) 

SolsI' Load to Occupied Spac" 
(Btu/hr/o" ft) 

Soh.r LMd to Louver Wat~r 
(BtufHr{sq ft) 

(Air T .... peratu ..... op) 
Ouuid .. 
[n .. id" 

T ... n ... i .... oo Load t" 
Oecupi~d Sp.c" 
(litu/hr!oq ft) 

TUI'U •• duion LQad to 
Louver (8 ... u/h"'/_q ftJ 

Total Load to Occupied 
Space. (8tu/hr/.q ft) 

Total Load to Louv"t 
Watu- (8tu/l>t/s'! fd 

Water Odta T 
(or) 

flo ... Rat" 
(81""/"1 ft) 

" Cooting load to .paee" S01<l ... intenafty x:: O.12+tr"n ... iss;'Dn. lo.d Ii 0.25 

'" 

'" 

" 

" 

'" 

.w 

"* Coo>lin>l load t? IDUVf!r "''''t~t .. Sohr int.,n",ity x O:.60+trans .. iu"Qn IDad X rj 15 
lIeating e.paei.~y Df l""v",r .. 150 BtU/II" ft (ule J" (Dto ".t",to Odea TJ 
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160'r------,-------r------,------, ______ ~------~ 

20f;::~~±~ NORTH 
CoEe JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUNE 

NOV OCT SEPT AUG JULY 

TIME OF YEAR 
Figure 1. variations in solar intensity throughout U.S. by month. 

For southern eXposure, solar impact is greatest in winter • 

SOLAR 
ENERGY 80" ABSORBED BY WATER 

28" REFLECTED 

12" ENTERS SPACE 

. , 

! 
• 

Figure 2. Distribution of radiant solar energy with water-cooled thermal 
window louver 
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Figure 4. Extruded, anodized aluminum louver blade, with water seal assembly 
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2 'pm October 84"F 

Curve I, Thermal Lauvor 
Curve 2. EXf(}r/or Sun Screen 
Curve 3, Reflecting GI,ISS 

South 
12 pm November 75"F 

East 
Sam July 
77"F 

Curve 4, Clear Glass wllh Vene/lan Blind 
Curve 5, Clear Glass 

Figure 6. effectiveness of thermal louver and other devices in inter
cepting solar radiation. Numbers are for aLl building 
orientations when the total load is maximum. Ccntcl' repre
sents max,imum thermal transmission through cflv()lope. with 
thermal louvers, all exposures remain as thermally stable 
as a north exposure 
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20 
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0 

'/a.·CLEAR GLASS SHADE ANGLE;20· 
INO SUN THROUGHl 

NO WATEII'CIRC;ULATING WATER CIRCULATING 

THERMAL 
LOUVER 

REFLECTIVITY 

40 50 60 70 80 90 100 40 50 60 70 

AIR TEMPERATURE-oF 

Figure 7. Thermal louver versus conventional shading performance 
comparison at various outside air temperatures. (Louvers 
without water are comparable to conventional shading) 
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80 90 100 



'~:;::~!,ao~~cb~c:o~n:a:tt'~hC maintenance cost 
kS VClXY -( abuse. 

It 

water? 

contracted with a 
are such that we 

';]~~~~'~fu:~~~n~:4i~n~Ann Arbor: What is the surface 
It temperature? 

h~ .•• ~!;.~~:!:,~:;~~;~;;a.~~.~ is neal' tho room temperature. 
~ the same as the room temperature, 

sw><n~n of the room temperature. 

What is the approximate cost per 

':~:!('i~1;t_~;~~~~!i:!n~J water components related to the 
~ conventional shading devices 

! :cii:'j:2;~i:;:.~U; looking at the specific building con-
square foot of" glass area. It certainly 

snaa>ng devices and glass coatings based on 
O~lf::~~;~:":;:!('~, equipment and (b) multiple use of 
c ne'a,,'.ng elements, which eliminates 

elements such as fan coil units or 
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